Metagenomic analysis of mycobacterial transrenal DNA in patients with HIV and tuberculosis coinfection.
The existence of "transrenal" DNA (tr-DNA), i.e. cell-free DNA that has distributed through the renal barrier to the urine, was first shown from a pathogen in 2000 (Botezatu et al., 2000). However, a targeted search for tr-DNA from Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MBT) started relatively recently (Cannas et al., 2008; Green et al., 2009). While other MBT cellular components found in the urine, e.g. lipoarabinomannan, have been used as an enhanced diagnostic tool, tr-DNA has the potential for strain specific identification or a more persistent biomarker during treatment of active disease. We therefore sought to identify by high-throughput next generation sequencing (NGS) MBT genome fragments in the urine of people with human immunodeficiency virus and tuberculosis (HIV-TB) co-infection living in a co-epidemic setting, and to evaluate whether these DNA targets are suitable for the development a quantitative TaqMan polymerase chain reaction with real-time detection (rt-PCR). Selection and mapping to the reference MBT genome of strain H37Rv (NC_000962) revealed 158 fragments of mycobacterial DNA with length from 19 to 44 base pairs (bp) repeated in different DNA samples. Five targets were chosen for design of rt-PCR primers and probes. Comparative analysis of the newly developed tests that were based on the results of NGS did not reveal a significant increase in sensitivity and specificity relative to the previous empirically designed targets. Howver, highly reproducible NGS reads of mycobacterial tr-DNA were obtained. rt-PCR test development suitable for more practical clinical use was likely limited by the small size of the secreted DNA fragments. It is necessary to develop further molecular approaches for the detection of mycobacterial tr-DNA or rely on NGS techniques with inherent bioinformatics requirements.